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ancestry ftl faster than light wiki fandom powered by - find the secret sector with the rock cruiser to get to the secret
sector hidden crystal worlds the player must first encounter the dense asteroid field distress call event and acquire the
damaged stasis pod then arrive at a zoltan research facility which will give a blue event option, getting to the secret sector
ftl faster than light - getting to the secret sector get the other two achievements for the rock ship complete the game with b
layout unlocking the c layout this layout has a component which skips an awful lot of the secret quest once you unlock the
layout take care of your crew locate a rock homeworld and jump around empty beacons long range scanners help, the rock
cruiser ftl faster than light wiki fandom - have your crew kill a burning enemy on their ship while using the rock cruiser
defense drones don t do d anything while using the rock cruiser destroy an enemy ship which has a defense drone deployed
using only missiles ancestry find the secret sector with the rock cruiser, rock cruiser layout b unlock ftl faster than light rock cruiser layout b unlock go for achievement 2 instead it s easy once you find a ship with a defence drone just don t fire
your missiles until all of them are charged then fire them simultaneously at rooms that are close to where you re shooting
from this is usually much simpler than finding the secret sector anyway, unlockable hangar ships ftl faster than light rock cruiser complete a quest that you can find in an rock homeworld sector one node will involve a rock ship insulting you
respond with the option along the lin slug cruiser complete a quest that you can find in an slug home nebula sector requires
level 2 sensors or a slug crew member slug ships will often surrender and stealth cruiser, ftl ship unlock guide follow up
the crystal ship - in my ftl ship unlock guide i was only able to show the first two parts of the unknown ship crystal cruiser
unlock quest in this video i finally captured all parts including footage of sector, where s the secret sector stack exchange
- the secret sector is a location you can visit while following the quest to repair the broken stasis pod it is home to a secret
race and their secret ship here s a good video walkthrough of the events you ll need to encounter in order to get there
having the rock cruiser s rock plating makes part, meta i hate the one luck based achievement intothebreach - that gives
you the cruiser but not the achievement he s talking about in order to get that you have to actually take the rock cruiser into
the secret sector though they did make it easier although not completely fixed with ae as rock c starts with a crystal
crewmember
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